
Class 3 Guitar   
•  New chords to review are C, and Em.  As a review there are so far 3 

types of chords – Major, Minor, and Dominant 7 chords.  There are 2 
other types that are used much less: Diminished, and Augmented. 

•  Sweep strum. Time permitting Bass Brush strum. 
•  Notes 
•  Will also work on tuning. Two different methods. 
•  Look at outlines for rest of what is covered. 
•  Using the C and Em Chord. 
•  Some new songs. 
•  ¾ time 
•  Her e comes the sun  
•  Notes on the 1st of ‘e’ string. Introduce notes on the ‘B’ string. 
•  Fingerpicking part 2 



New Exercise 

•  Idea is the same but 
not the pattern is:   

Finger Fret
1 1
2 2
4 4
3 3



SURFIN' U.S.A.} 
 
If ev'rybody had an [A7]ocean, across the U.S.[D]A. 
Then ev'rybody'd be [A7]surfin' like Californi[D]a 
You'd see them wearin' their [G]baggies, huarachi sandals [D]too 
A bushy bushy blond [A7]hairdo,[G] surfin' [D]U.S.A. 
 
You'll catch 'em surfin' at Del Mar, Ventura County Line 
Santa Cruz and Tressels, Australia's Narabine 
All over Manhattan and down Doheny Way 
Ev'rybody's gone surfin', surfin' U.S.A. 
 
Well all be plannin' out a route, we're gonna take real soon 
We're waxin' down out surfboards, we can't wait for June 
We'll all be gone for the summer, we're on safari to stay 
Tell the teacher we're surfin', surfin' U.S.A. 
 
At Haggarty's and Swami's, Pacific Palisades 
San Onofree and Sunset, Redondo Beach, L. A. 
All over La Jolla, at Waiamea Bay 
Ev'rybody's gone surfin', surfin' U.S.A. 

You will see many songs written out this way.  The chords are just repeated over 
& over again.  This song is in 4/4 time.  Each chord will get 2 measures or 8 beats. 
Start with the vocal and then come in on the A7. 
Try singing this song as you play it.  Don’t worry about your voice.   
Best to do from book page 274.   



Surfin’ USA 

For Guitar II Students 
Guitar I practice 



Look at these for Surfin’ USA. F form at 10th fret. Hit 4th string then 2nd & 3rd together 
bottom picture barre with ring at 12th fret and play 2nd & 3rd string together then the 1st 2 
strings at thee 10th fret (1/2 barre). Rest is based off of this. 



While Guitar II works on this beginners to read the following pages in  
the Guitar Reference: 12-13, 18-19. 



Let’s try a little harder song 
using all 3 chords. 

•  Don’t stop for anything.  Play slowly and smoothly.  Count aloud while 
you play. 

•  Play slowly and start the change on the last beat of the measure. 
•  Take your time when practicing at home.  Play this very slowly and 

deliberately. 
•  Again guitar II learn melody –   The notes in the G chord are G, B and 

D.  The starting note is one of those.  To help it is on the 2nd or B 
string.  2nd String open is B, 2nd string 1st fret is C and 3rd fret is D. 

Mr. Tambourine Man
          G             A7        D     G           D
4/4  ||: Hey Mr. | Tambourine man | play your song for | me. I'm not |sleepy yet & there
G                       A7                    G A7               D
is no place I'm | goin' to. |    I said | hey Mr. | Tambourine man | play your song for |
G              D                   G          A7      D         D
me in the | jingle jangle | morning I'll come | following | you  |      :||        ||



When the Saints Go Marching In 
When the Saints Go Marching In 
Traditional Spiritual. 
Public Domain. 
 
              D 
Oh when the saints, go marching in, 
              D                A7 
Oh when the saints go marching in. 
           D     (D7–Guitar II) G 
Oh Lord I want to be in that number, 
           D        A7      D 
When the saints go marching in. 
 

In 4/4 time.  Guitar I students Play D instead of D7.  For Guitar II students 
play the D7!!! 



•  Again keep the beat going.  Listen to the chords and 
start to hear what they sound like. 

•  Guitar II on this one I want you to do alternating bass 
with a pick.  Then we will try bass runs to connect the 
chords. 

I Walk The Line 
D       A7               D                
: I keep a | close watch | on this heart of | mine.  | I keep my | eye's wide |open all the | time.  | 
                      G D            A7                    D       D 
I keep the | ends out  | for the tie that | binds | because your |mine  | I walk the | Line :||          || 

A7 D 



OK work in book on Notes+ 



Bass Sweep Strum 

•  For a D chord do the rest stoke on the 4th 
string. 

•  Then follow through and play the rest of 
the first 3 strings.  This is called a sweep.  
The strum is the bass sweep strum. 

•  Count as follows beat 1 hit the 4th string 
with the thumb, beat 2 do a sweep, beat 
three the bass (4th string) and beat 4 a 
sweep. 



•  Again keep the beat going.  Listen to the chords and 
start to hear what they sound like. 

•  Guitar II on this one I want you to do alternating bass 
with a pick.  Then we will try bass runs to connect the 
chords. 

•  Bass for D is 4th string, A7 is 5th string and G is 6th string. 
I Walk The Line 

D       A7               D                
: I keep a | close watch | on this heart of | mine.  | I keep my | eye's wide |open all the | time.  | 
                      G D            A7                    D       D 
I keep the | ends out  | for the tie that | binds | because your |mine  | I walk the | Line :||          || 

A7 D 



The Em Chord 

•  Be sure to use the 2nd and 3rd fingers only. 

2 3 

Em (E Minor Chord) 
Em (Guitar II 

 1     1    1   1    1    1 

3     4 

2 
7th fret 

Rt  (Root) 



Let’s try going from D to Em 

•  4/4 ||: D  |   |   |   |Em |  |  |  :|| (repeat) 
(Remember to count while you play!) 
Now 2 measures each: 
4/4||: D  |    | Em  |  |D |   | Em |   :|| 
Lastly, one measure each: 
4/4 ||: D  | Em | D  | Em :|| 
Remember don’t stop when you change.  
No matter what happens!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 



Now for a song 
     Horse With No Name

Em                D
On the first part of the journey
I was lookin at all the life
There were plants and birds and rocks and things
There were sand and hills and rings

The first thing I met was a fly with a buzz
and the sky with no clouds
the heat was hot and the ground was dry
but the air was full of sound

Chorus
 Em                               D

I've been through the desert on a horse with no name
it felt good to be out of the rain
in the desert you can remember your name
'cause there ain't no one for to give you no pain
la la la  la lalala   la la  la  la la

Again in 4/4 time. 
Each chord is 1 measure 







A whole progression 

•  4/4||: G | Em   | C | D  :|| 
 
– Play slowly and evenly. 
–  If you have trouble play just the change you 

have trouble with until you play that part 
perfectly. 

– See if you can’t find songs that use this set of 
chord changes. 



I am Yours – Jason Mraz  
 
G  
Well, you done done me and you bet I felt it  
D  
I tried to be chill but you so hot that i melted  
Em                                             C 
I fell right through the cracks, and i’m tryin to get back  
G  
before the cool done run out i’ll be givin it my best test  
D  
and nothin’s gonna stop me but divine intervention  
Em                                  C  
I reckon it’s again my turn to win some or learn some  
G           D  
I won’t hesitate no more,  
Em                  C  
no more, it cannot wait i’m yours  
G  
Well open up your mind and see like me  
D  
open up your plans and damn you’re free  
Em                                   
look into your heart and you’ll find love   
C  
loved loved loved Loved  
 
G  
listen to the music at the moment people dance and sing  
D  
We just want a big family  
Em                         
It’s your god forsaken right to be loved   
C  
loved loved loved Loved  
G                D  
So, i won’t hesitate no more,  
Em                                 C  
no more, it cannot wait i’m sure  
G                                                   D  
there’s no need to complicate our time is short  
Em                C  
this is our fate, i’m yours  



I am Yours – Jason Mraz  
 
G  
Well, you done done me and you bet I felt it  
D  
I tried to be chill but you so hot that i melted  
Em                                             C 
I fell right through the cracks, and i’m tryin to get back  
G  
before the cool done run out i’ll be givin it my best test  
D  
and nothin’s gonna stop me but divine intervention  
Em                                  C  
I reckon it’s again my turn to win some or learn some  
G           D  
I won’t hesitate no more,  
Em                  C  
no more, it cannot wait i’m yours  
G  
Well open up your mind and see like me  
D  
open up your plans and damn you’re free  
Em                                   
look into your heart and you’ll find love   
C  
loved loved loved Loved  
 
G  
listen to the music at the moment people dance and sing  
D  
We just want a big family  
Em                         
It’s your god forsaken right to be loved   
C  
loved loved loved Loved  
G                D  
So, i won’t hesitate no more,  
Em                                 C  
no more, it cannot wait i’m sure  
G                                                   D  
there’s no need to complicate our time is short  
Em                C  
this is our fate, i’m yours  



Only for Guitar 2.  Optional but fun to do. 





Heart of Gold. 
 
        Em  Em  Em  Em  Em  Em  D       D   Em 
  /   /   /   /   /   /   /   /   /   /   /   /   /   /   /   / 
 
e --------0---0---0---0---0---0-|-2-------2---0-----------------| 
B --------0---0---0---0---0---0-|-3-------3---0-----------------| 
G --------0---0---0---0---0---0-|-2-------2---0-----------------| 
D --------2---2---2---2---2---2-|-0-------0---2-----------0-----| 
A --------2---2---2---2---2---2-|-------------2-------0-2----2--| 
E 0-------0---0---0---0---0---0-|-------------0-----------------| 
 
[Harmonica intro] 
 
Em        C     D         G 
I want to live, I want to give 
Em          C           D        G 
I've been a miner for a heart of gold 
Em           C         D       G 
It's these expressions I never give 
Em                           G        D 
That keep me searching for a heart of gold 
C                    G 
And I'm getting old 
Em                      G        D 
Keep me searching for a heart of gold 
C                  (riff)  G 
And I'm getting old 
 
 



21 Guns - Green Day 

VERSE:     

Em       C                G        D     Em          C        G     D 
  Do you know what's worth fighting for, When it's not worth dying for?    
Em        C        G      D                C                D    
  Does it take your breath away   And you feel yourself suffocating? 
Em         C         G        D     Em        C          G        D 
  Does the pain weigh out the pride? And you look for a place to hide?     
Em        C             G      D         C 
  Did someone break your heart inside?   You're in ruins    
 
Chorus 
G   D       Em  D            C   
One, 21 guns    Lay down your arms 
G          D        G   D       Em   
Give up the fight   One, 21 guns 
  
D            C    G           D             C 
Throw up your arms into the sky,  You and I  
 
VERSE:    
Em          C     G          D    
  When you're at the end of the road    
Em        C       G             D    
  And you lost all sense of control    
Em        C            G            D    
 And your thoughts have taken their toll    
         C                              D    
When your mind breaks the spirit of your soul    
Em     C             G        D    
  Your faith walks on broken glass    
Em         C      G        D    
  And the hangover doesn't pass    
Em          C   G         D    
  Nothing's ever built to last    
 C    
You're in ruins.    
 
Chorus:    
 
BRIDGE:    
Did you try to live on your own    
When you burned down the house and home?    
Did you stand too close to the fire?    
Like a liar looking for forgiveness from a stone    
INTRO:    

e|-----3-----------7---------|    
B|----------5------------7---|    
G|---------------------------|    
D|---------------------------|    
A|---------------------------|    
E|---------------------------|    
 



21 Guns - Green Day 

VERSE:     

Em       C                G        D     Em          C        G     D 
  Do you know what's worth fighting for, When it's not worth dying for?    
Em        C        G      D                C                D    
  Does it take your breath away   And you feel yourself suffocating? 
Em         C         G        D     Em        C          G        D 
  Does the pain weigh out the pride? And you look for a place to hide?     
Em        C             G      D         C 
  Did someone break your heart inside?   You're in ruins    
 
Chorus 
G   D       Em  D            C   
One, 21 guns    Lay down your arms 
G          D        G   D       Em   
Give up the fight   One, 21 guns 
D            C    G           D             C 
Throw up your arms into the sky,  You and I  
 
VERSE:    
Em          C     G          D    
  When you're at the end of the road    
Em        C       G             D    
  And you lost all sense of control    
Em        C            G            D    
 And your thoughts have taken their toll    
         C                              D    
When your mind breaks the spirit of your soul    
Em     C             G        D    
  Your faith walks on broken glass    
Em         C      G        D    
  And the hangover doesn't pass    
Em          C   G         D    
  Nothing's ever built to last    
 C    
You're in ruins.    
 
Chorus:    
 
BRIDGE:    
Did you try to live on your own    
When you burned down the house and home?    
Did you stand too close to the fire?    
Like a liar looking for forgiveness from a stone    
INTRO:    

e|-----3-----------7---------|    
B|----------5------------7---|    
G|---------------------------|    
D|---------------------------|    
A|---------------------------|    
E|---------------------------|    
 
______________________________________________________________________ 



G                        C                D   (Each Line) 
Another turning point a fork stuck in the road  
Time grabs you by the wrist directs you where to go 
Tab 2 
  Em            D                  C                 G 
So make the best of these days and don't ask why 
It's not a question but a lesson learned in time 
 
Chorus   
  Em              G                  Em              G 
It's something unpredictable in the end it's right 
Em                   D            G    C    D 
I hope you have the time of your life.    
 
Verse 2 
G                        C                D   (Each Line) 
So take the photographs and stillframes in your mind 
Hang it on a shelf and goodav than good times 
 
Tatoos and memories and asking on trial 
For what it's worth it was worth all the while 
 
Chorus 

Time Of Your Life 

While the intermediates play this read pages 1-10 in the Guitar Reference. 



Time of Your Life 
 
G                        C                D   (Each Line) 
Another turning point a fork stuck in the road  
G                        C                D   (Each Line) 
Time grabs you by the wrist directs you where to go 
Tab 2 
  Em            D                  C                 G 
So make the best of these days and don't ask wh 
  Em            D                  C                 G 
It's not a question but a lesson learned in time 
 
Chorus   
  Em              G                  Em              G 
It's something unpredictable in the end it's right 
Em                   D            G    C    D 
I hope you have the time of your life.    

 
I Walk The Line 

          D A7      D            A7                 D 
4/4  ||: I keep a | close watch | on this heart of | mine.  | I keep my | eye's wide |open all the | time.  |  
                     G    D              A7                    D       D 
I keep the | ends out  | for the tie that | binds | because your |mine  | I walk the | Line :||          || 

Folsum Prison 
                                D  
4/4  If they ||: freed me from this | prison if that | railroad train were | mine. you |know I'd move it |  
            G             D 
on a little | further down the | line    | far from Folsum |prison | that's where I'd | like to | be     |    |     | 
D                   A7               D    

| but that | train keeps on a | movin'   |and that's what | worries   | me    |    |        |         :||            ||  
Mr. Tambourine Man 

          G             A7         D        G           D 
4/4  ||: Hey Mr. | Tambourine man | play your song for | me. I'm not |sleepy yet & there 
 

G                       A7                    G  A7                D 
is no place I'm | goin' to. |    I said | hey Mr. | Tambourine man | play your song for | 
 

G              D                   G           A7      D         D 
me in the | jingle jangle | morning I'll come | following | you  |      :||        || 
 
 

G 

1 

2 3    4 

0    0    

C add 9 

1 

2 3    4 

       0    

D sus4 

1 
3    4 

0
       



Timing 

•  Look at the timing page in your book (page 
11). 

•  Try Whole notes, then 1/2 notes, then 1/4 
notes. 



Names of the notes on the open strings. 

E   A   D   G   B    E 

Below are the names of the notes on the open strings.   
These need to be memorized.  From the lowest pitch to the highest pitch: 
E, A, D, G, B and E.  Note that the 6th string is called ‘low E’ and the  
1st string is called ‘high E’.  

Below is where the open strings are written on the 
staff! 



Bass Brush Strum  
•  Almost the same as Bass Sweep. But instead of 

a sweep you will brush the strings with the back 
of the nails of your index – ring fingers. 

•  To do the Brush have the fingers curved and 
then just release them across the strings so that 
the fingernails strike the strings.  They must 
strike all at the same time. 

•  Try to the same songs we did the bass sweep to.  
Take your time.   

•  Notice the difference in the sound of this to the 
sweep strum.   



Tom Dooley
         D A7
4/4 ||: Hang down your head Tom | Dooley  | Hang down your head and | cry.    |
A7     D     D
Hang down your head Tom | Dooley   | Poor boy you're bound to | Die    :||       ||
Met her on the mountain, swore she'd be my wife. Met her on the mountain & stabbed her with my knife.
This time tomorrow I reckon where I'll be. Down in the lonesome valley hanging from a white oak tree.

Guitar II students play the melody!! 



The Long Black Veil (3:05)  
   
 (D) Ten years ago on a cold dark night  
 (A) Someone was killed 'neath the town (G) hall lights (D)  
 (D) There were few at the scene but they all agreed  
 (D) That the (A) slayer who ran looked a lot (G) like me (D)  
   
 She (G) walks these hills (D) in a (G) long black veil (D)  
 She (G) visits my grave (D) when the (G) night winds wail (D)  
 Nobody knows (G) nobody sees (D)  
 (G) Nobody (A) knows but me (D)  
   
 The judge said, "Son, what is your alibi  
 If you were somewhere else then you won't have to die."  
 I spoke not a word though it meant my life  
 For I'd been in the arms of my best friend's wife  
   
 Now the scaffold is high and eternity's near  
 She stood in a crowd and shed not a tear  
 But sometimes at night when the cold wind moans  
 In a long black veil she cries o're my bones  
   
 She walks these hills in a long black veil  
 She visits my grave when the night winds wail  
 Nobody knows nobody sees  
 Nobody knows but me  
   
 Nobody knows nobody sees  
 Nobody knows but me  
    
 



Verse : 
-------- 
       G         G       G        G      D   
They paved paradise and put up a parking lot 
         G    G        A            A         
With a pink hotel, a boutique and a swingin'  
             D   
 hot         spot 
 
 
CHORUS: 
------- 
 
 D             D 
Don't it always seem to go 
 
          G                                   D 
That you don't know what you've got till it's gone 
 
       G        G       A        A       D  
They paved paradise and put up a parking lot 
 
D                         
(Shoo                         bop bop bop bop 
 
 
D    
Shoo                        bop bop bop bop) 
 
 (Same chords for the following verses/choruses) 
 
They took all the trees, put 'em in a tree museum 
And they charged the people a dollar and a half just to see 'em 
CHORUS 
 
Hey farmer farmer, put away that D.D.T. now 
Give me spots on my apples but leave me the birds and the bees 
please 
CHORUS 
 
Late last night I heard the screen door slam 
And a big yellow taxi took away my old man 
CHORUS TWICE (with only one shooo bop... at each end) 
 
  
They paved paradise,   put up a parking lot 
 
 (Shoo                         bop bop bop bop 
 
They paved paradise, put up a parking lot 
 

Big Yellow Taxi 



Verse : 
-------- 
       G         G       G        G      D   
They paved paradise and put up a parking lot 
         G    G        A            A         
With a pink hotel, a boutique and a swingin'  
             D   
 hot         spot 
 
 
CHORUS: 
------- 
 
 D             D 
Don't it always seem to go 
 
          G                                   D 
That you don't know what you've got till it's gone 
 
       G        G       A        A       D  
They paved paradise and put up a parking lot 
 
D                         
(Shoo                         bop bop bop bop 
 
 
D    
Shoo                        bop bop bop bop) 
 
 (Same chords for the following verses/choruses) 
 
They took all the trees, put 'em in a tree museum 
And they charged the people a dollar and a half just to see 'em 
CHORUS 
 
Hey farmer farmer, put away that D.D.T. now 
Give me spots on my apples but leave me the birds and the bees 
please 
CHORUS 
 
Late last night I heard the screen door slam 
And a big yellow taxi took away my old man 
CHORUS TWICE (with only one shooo bop... at each end) 
 
  
They paved paradise,   put up a parking lot 
 
 (Shoo                         bop bop bop bop 
 
They paved paradise, put up a parking lot 
 



Here Comes The Sun 

Class project 



Here Comes the Sun in D 
 
[D]Little darling, 
It's been a l[G]ong, cold, lonely w[A7]inter. 
[D]Little darling, 
It feels like y[G]ears since it's been h[A7]ere. 
 
     [D]Here comes the sun. 
     [G]Here comes the s[E7]un, 
     And I say[D], it's all right.[G]    [D]    [G]    [D]    [A7]      
[D]     
Little darling, 
The smiles returning to their faces. 
Little darling, 
It feels like years since it's been here. 
 
     Here comes the sun. 
     Here comes the sun, 
     And I say, it's all right. 
 
Little darling, 
I feel that ice is slowly melting. 
Little darling, 
It feels like years since it's been clear. 
 
     Here comes the sun. 
     Here comes the sun, 
     And I say, it's all right. 
 
INTRO 
 
   D  Dsus2 D                  Dsus2         G             G6    G 
|--2-----0--2--------|-------2--0----------------|---------0-----------0--| 
|--3--3-----------3--|-----------------3-----0---|---------0-----3-----0--| 
|--2--------------2--|-----------------2-----0---|---3-----0-----0-----0--| 
|--0-----------0-----|-0--0---------0--------0---|---0-----0-----0-----0--| 
|--------------------|-----------------------2---|------2--2--2--2--2-----| 
|--------------------|--------------------0--3---|-3-------3-----3--------| 
 
 A7 A7sus2 A7 A7sus4     A     D      Dsus2 D 
|------------------0--------|------2-----0--2------| 
|-2--0----2--3-----------2--|------3--3---------3--| 
|-0-------0-----0--------2--|------2---------------| 
|-2-------2-----2-----2--2--|--0---0---------------| 
|-0-------0-----0-----------|----------------------| 
|---------------------------|----------------------| 
 
             Dsus2      G    Gmaj7    G6  G/B       A7 
|--------2--0--------------|-----2-----0------------------| 
|-----------------3-----0--|-----0------------3-----2-----| 
|-----------------------0--|-----0------------0-----0-----| (rest) 
|--0--0--------0--------0--|-----0------------0-----2-----| 
|-----------------------2--|-----3---------2--2--0--0-----| 
|--------------------0--3--|--3--3--3---------------------| 
 
CHORUS 
 
D     Dsus2 D              Dsus2   D   G    Gmaj7 G6  Gmaj7 E7 
 Here comes the sun    doo doo doo doo       Here comes the sun 
|--2--0-----2-------|----2------0--2------|----2--0-----2---------| 





Start with the chords below.   

Count         1  &   2   &  3   &     4   &      1    &  2   &  3   &  4   & 

This is the difficult part.  Chords change in groups of  
3 1/8th notes. 



3 

2 

1 

0 

Hold all fingers down as 
above and then play 3rd string 
to 2nd string to 1st string.  
Then lift the 3rd finger, play 3rd 
string, 2nd string then 1st 
string, then lift index finger 
and play the 3rd string, 2nd 
string, 1st string.  Then put the 
1st finger down, play 3rd 
string, 2nd string, 1st string. 
 
For the A7 part is just the 
scale coming down. 



Next try pages 1 and 2.  to the repeat.  Repeat back to the 2nd line. 



This section is just playing the arpeggio’s, the timing looks hard at first but listen to the 
recording.  After the A7 it is best to hold the chord town and pick out the notes.  Rhythm 
guitar should play on beat 1 in the 3/8 measures and 5/8 measure. 



A7 Last page for key of D.  
Much of this is the same 
as earlier other then the 
ending that starts on 
Dm7.  But again it is just 
playing an arpeggio of the 
chord. 
 
Later we will do other 
things with this such as 
playing the melody, doing 
as the Beatles did and 
doing in a Chet Atkins 
style (simple – will talk 
about making it more 
complex) 



¾ time 

•  In ¾ time the quarter note gets one count 
and there are 3 beats or counts per 
measure. 

•  Beat #1 is accented.  Think of it like the 
following:   1  2  3 | 1  2  3 | 1  2  3 | etc. 

•  For ¾ time you usually count 2 measures 
to give you the tempo (rate of speed) of 
the song. 



Amazing Grace 
 
3/4 ||: D      |     |G             |D               |  |     |A7      |       |D 
   Am azing Grace, how sweet the sound, That saved a wretch l ike me. I once was 
 
D             |G           |D  |      |A7    |D  |      :|| alternate end.  |A7    |G  | D  || 
lost, but now am found,Was blind, but now I see.             now I see 
 
'Twas grace, that taught my heart to fear, And grace my fears relieved. 
How precious did that grace appear, The hour I first believed. 
 
Through many dangers, toils and snares,I have already come. 
'Tis grace hath brought me safe, thus far, And grace will lead me home. 
 
When we've been there ten thousand years,bright shining as the sun, 
We've no less days to sing God's praise,  Than when we first begun. 
 
Amazing Grace, how sweet the sound, That saved a wretch like me. 
I once was lost, but now am found, Was blind, but now I see. 

Take this song very slowly.  Chord progression repeats for each verse. 
This is in the key of D.  One way to tell is that the first and last chords are both  
‘D’,   For Guitar 2 students use the D Major Pentatonic Scale to play the melody 
start on the 3rd string 2nd fret (A).  If you get really into it add the chords.  



Guitar II 

1 2        3 
4 

D/F#  (Means a D chord with an F# in the Bass 

0    0 

1 2 

3 

0    0 

T 

Either of these fingerings will work.  I prefer the 2nd one for me.  Put this in on 
Amazing Grace as the 2nd measure of D when D goes to a G chord in the  
next measure. 
This is very common when D is changing to G.  For you theory buffs this is a  
D chord in 1st inversion with the 3rd in the bass. 



The D7 Chord 

1 

2 3 

D7 

0    0 

1 

2 
3          4 

D7 (Guitar II) 



The C Major Chord 

1
2

3

C  M aj o r

When there is just a letter name it means major.  C Major is 
usually written as just a ‘C’.   
On this chord do not hit the 6th string. 
Curving the fingers is very important on this chord. 

C (Guitar II) 

1     1     1     1   1    1 

3    3    3  

RT 



3/4 ||: G      |     |C             |G               |  |     |D7      |       |G 
   Am azing Grace, how sweet the sound, That saved a wretch l ike me. I once was 
 
G              |C           |G  |      |D7    |G  |      :|| |D7    | C     |  G     || 
lost, but now am found,Was blind, but now I see.  now I see 

Here is Amazing Grace in the key of G. 

It is very common to have songs in almost any key.  Some of you may find that 
the key of D is harder to sing than the key of G.  By the way when we say that 
a song in in the key of D we really mean D major.  The major is just assumed. 
 
Some songs are in minor keys but we won’t be able to do any minor keys for  
a few weeks. 
 
If you were to do bass sweep to ¾ you would hit the bass on beat 1  
& then chords on beats 2 and 3! 
 
For the int/adv for the 2nd measure of G leading to C play the G chord from the  
5th string – do not hit the 6th string and you have the 1st inversion of G. 



Under The Boardwalk 
The Drifters 

 
 
Verse 1 
            G                    
Oh when the sun beams down and burns the  
              D7 
tar up on the roof. 
         D7 
And your shoes get so hot you wish your  
                     G 
tired feet were fire-proof. 
 
Refrain 
           C                     G 
Under the boardwalk, down by the sea, yeah. 
       G                  D7           G 
On a blanket with my baby's where I'll be. 
          Em 
Under the boardwalk, out of the sun 
            D 
(Under the boardwalk!), we'll be having some fun, 
            Em  
(Under the boardwalk!) people walking above,  
            D 
(Under the boardwalk!) we'll be falling in love, 
           Em 
under the boardwalk, boardwalk. 
 
Verse 2 
 
From the park you hear the happy sound of the carousel. 
You can almost taste the hotdogs and french fries they 
sell. 
 
Refrain: <Under the boardwalk...!> 
 





Wonderful Tonight 
 
4/4 ||:G            |D  |C       |D      | 
 It's late in the evening.  She's wandering what clothes to wear. 
 
G        |D   |C     |D   | 
She'll put on her make-up and brushes her long blond hair. 
                         * 
C     |D  |G    D       |Em       |C 
And then she'll ask me - do I look all right and I'll say yes you look 
 
D  |G  |D  |C  |D  : || 
wonderful tonight. 

This is the first verse or part of the song.  
When there are 2 chords in a measure of 4/4 time each usually gets 2 beats. 
Strum each chord 2 times.  This happens in the 3rd line 3rd measure of the song. 
See the * for where. 
 
If you do an introduction you would play the first 4 chords. 



Wonderful Tonight 
 
4/4 ||:G            |D  |C       |D      | 
 It's late in the evening.  She's wandering what clothes to wear. 
 
G        |D   |C     |D   | 
She'll put on her make-up and brushes her long blond hair. 
 
C     |D  |G    D       |Em       |C 
And then she'll ask me - do I look all right and I'll say yes you look 
                        (2 beats per chord) 
D  |G  |D  |C  |D  | 
wonderful tonight. 
 
G      |D    |C  |D    |G   |D | 
We go to a party and everyone turns to see.  This beautiful lady. 
 
C      |D      |C     |D  | 
That's walking around with me and then she'll ask me  
 
G       D    |Em            |C     |D    |G   |  
do you feel all right and I'll say yes I feel wonderful tonight. 
 
G   |C    |D         |G              D      | Em     | 
And I feel wonderful cause I see the love light in your eyes and the 
(new part – for some the hardest part as the song changes) 
C  |D               |C             |D                |G   
wonder of it all is that you just don't realize how much I love you. 
 
|D  |C  |D  |G       |D        |C              |D   | 
  It's time to go home now. And I've got an achen head  
 
G    |D        |C              |D     | C        |D 
so I give her the car keys.  She'll help me to bed and then I tell her 
 
G     D           |Em  |C   |D     |G     | 
as I turn out the light, I say darling you look wonderful tonight. 



Wonderful Tonight 
 
4/4 ||:G            |D  |C       |D      | 
 It's late in the evening.  She's wandering what clothes to wear. 
 
G        |D   |C     |D   | 
She'll put on her make-up and brushes her long blond hair. 
 
C     |D  |G    D       |Em       |C 
And then she'll ask me - do I look all right and I'll say yes you look 
 
D  |G  |D  |C  |D  | 
wonderful tonight. 
 
G      |D    |C  |D    |G   |D | 
We go to a party and everyone turns to see.  This beautiful lady. 
 
C      |D      |C     |D  | 
That's walking around with me and then she'll ask me  
 
G       D    |Em            |C     |D    |G   |  
do you feel all right and I'll say yes I feel wonderful tonight. 
 
G   |C    |D         |G              D      | Em     | 
And I feel wonderful cause I see the love light in your eyes and the 
 
C  |D               |C             |D                |G   
wonder of it all is that you just don't realize how much I love you. 
 
|D  |C  |D  |G       |D        |C              |D   | 
  It's time to go home now. And I've got an achen head  
 
G    |D        |C              |D     | C        |D 
so I give her the car keys.  She'll help me to bed and then I tell her 
 
G     D           |Em  |C   |D     |G     | 
as I turn out the light, I say darling you look wonderful tonight. 
 
G      | C        |D        |G     |D |C |D |G || 
Oh my darling you look wonderful tonight. 



Earth Angel 
 

           G           Em        C                 D7        G             Em       C  
6/8 Earth ||: Angel Earth | Angel | will you be | mine | My darling | dear | love you all the | 
   

D7       G    Em       C     D7               G      Em    C      D7           G             Em 
time | I'm just a | fool  | A fool in | love with | you |       |        |  Earth | Angel Earth | Angel | 
 

C        D7       G                 Em      C         D7        G           Em       C             D7 
the one I a | dore | love you for|ever and |ever  | more | I'm just a | fool | A fool in | love with | 
 

G      (G7) C                   G          C          D7                 G       (G7)  C 
you  |   I| fell for | you | and I | knew the | vision of your | loves loveli|ness  |  I | hope and I | 
 

C         G                         Em   A7        D7  G           Em 
pray  | that someday | I'll be the | vision  | of your happi|ness |Earth | Angel Earth | Angel | 
 

C        D7        G                Em     C  D7       G      Em        C  
please be | mine | my darling | dear  | love you all the | time | I'm just a | fool a | fool in |  
 

D7        G   Em  C     D7     G 
love with | you  |     |      |      :||       || 

Note that this song is in 6/8 time.  There are 6 beats or counts per measure they 
Are grouped into two groups of 3:  1, 2, 3,   4, 5, 6 with accents on beats 1 and 
4.  You will strum each chord 6 times per measure. 



Brown Eyed Girl 
 
G       C   G               D         G                C            G         D           G 
||: Hey, where did we | go | days when the rains | came. | Down in the | hollow | playin' a new | game. | Laughin' and a | 
 
 C               G                       D        G           C              G     D                                C 
runnin', hey, hey, |  Skippin' and a | jumpin, | In the misty morn | ing fog with | our | hearts a thumpin' and | you, 
 
D                                 G    Em      C               D                           G      D              
My Brown Eyed Girl, |        |       | You're my | Brown Eyed Girl. |       | Do you remem- | ber when | we 
 
          G              C              G                    D   G                    C             G                    D         
 used to sing | Sha la la la  | la la la la | la la la te da. |      | Sha la la la | la la la la | la la la te da.| la te da.:| | 

Verse 2 
Whatever happened to Tuesday and so slow Going down the old mine with a transistor radio Standing in the sunlight laughing Hiding 
behind a rainbows wall Skipping and a sliding All along the water fall With you, my Brown Eyed Girl You, my Brown Eyed Girl. Do you 
remember when we used to sing Sha la la la la la la la la la la te da. Sha la la la la la la la la la la te da. 
 
Verse 3 
So hard to find my way, now that I'm all on my own I saw you just the other day, my, how you have grown Cast my memory back there, 
Lord Sometime I'm overcome thinking 'bout Making love in the green grass Behind the stadium With you, my Brown Eyed Girl. With 
you, my Brown Eyed Girl. Do you remember when we used to sing Sha la la la la la la la la la la te da. Sha la la la la la la la la la la te da. 

The Key here is to first practice the following:  4/4||: G  | C  | G  | D  : || 



Brown Eyed Girl 
G          C   G                     D         G             C              
||: Hey, where did we | go | days when the rains | came. | Down in the | hollow |  
G             D           G 
playin' a new | game. | Laughin' and a | 
 C                G                        D            G               C                    G      
runnin', hey, hey, |  Skippin' and a | jumpin, | In the misty morn | ing fog with | our | 
D                                  C     D                                 G    Em      C               D 
hearts a thumpin' and | you |My Brown Eyed Girl, |        |       | You're my | Brown Eyed 
G      D                                                                           G           C   
Girl. |       Do you remem- | ber when | we used to sing | Sha la la la  | la la la la |  
G                   D   G                    C             G                    D 
la la la te da. |      | Sha la la la | la la la la | la la la te da.| la te da.:| | 
 
G                     C      G    D    G                   C                 G                D     G  
|       |       |       |       |      |      ||: Sha la la la | la la la la | la la la te da. |      :||  || 



This is an exercise in 3rd’s Thirds are very consonant and what all 
chords are made of in traditional harmony.  The first 2 notes of 
each  of the measures are the root and 3rd of the chord.  The 2nd 2 
notes are passing tones and the 3rd group of 2 notes are the 3rd and 
the 5th of the chord (this applies to the G and C Chords).  For the 
D chord it is outlining the chord with the root then 3rd a passing 
tone then the 5th of the chord 



                     Give Me One Reason 
G                                                        C       D                 G 
Give me one reason to stay here and I'll turn right back around. 
C                    D    G 
Give me one reason to stay here and I'll turn right back  around. 
D                              
I said I don't wanna leave you lonely, 
C                                                      G               (D) 
You've gotta make me change my mind. 
G                                              C     D                  G 
baby I got your number and I know that you got mine. 
C            D    G 
You know that I called you, I called too many times. 
D 
You can call me baby 
              C                          G               (D) 
You can call anytime, Cut you got to call me. 

The chords go: 
||: G     | G  C  | G     |        | C     | C  D  | G    |       | D   | C   | G   |  D    : || 
 
Work on them this way before trying to apply to the song. 



Tuning Your Guitar 

Read Tuning Section in Guitar 
Reference. 



    Care of Your Guitar 
 
Your guitar is made out of wood and common sense should prevail. The most important thing to do is 
to avoid changes in temperature and humidity. This is particularly true of rapid changes. These changes 
can cause the wood to crack or warp. Many people do not understand this and actually do damage to 
the instrument that is both expensive and detrimental to the sound the instrument will produce. Try to 
keep the guitar in a climate controlled room. Avoid such places as the trunk of your car, adjacent to the 
wall heater, etc. If possible keep the guitar in its case as much as possible.  
 
Clean your guitar on a regular basis and polish it using a fine guitar polish such as the Martin brand.  Do 
not polish the fingerboard.  Follow the directions on the package. 
 
 

Tuning Your Guitar 
 
It is important that you keep your guitar in tune at all times.  It does not necessarily need to be in tune 
with concert pitch (although that is desirable), but at least in tune with itself.  There are many ways in 
which to tune your guitar but following is the most straightforward manner. 
 
1. Tune your first string to a known note.  An "E" tuning fork is ideal.  Remember to raise the pitch of a 

string you tighten the string and to lower the pitch of a string you loosen it. 
 
2. To tune the second string to the first string play the second string fifth fret and match that pitch to 

the first string open. 
 
3. To tune the third string to the second string play the third string fourth fret and match that pitch to 

the second string open. 
 
4. To tune the fourth string to the third string play the fourth string fifth fret to the third string open. 
 
5. To tune the fifth string to the fourth string play the fifth string fifth fret to the fourth string open. 
 
6. To tune the sixth string to the fifth string play the sixth string fifth fret to the fifth string open. 
 

 
 

There are a couple of techniques that can assist you in tuning.  First of all sing both notes.  Second, listen 
for beats.  The further apart the beats are the closer in tune the notes will be.  Then once you feel that 
your guitar is in tune try playing a couple of chords.  The best one to check the tuning with is the E 
chord.  Other good choices are the G and A chords. 
 



    Care of Your Guitar 
 
Your guitar is made out of wood and common sense should prevail. The most important thing to do is 
to avoid changes in temperature and humidity. This is particularly true of rapid changes. These changes 
can cause the wood to crack or warp. Many people do not understand this and actually do damage to 
the instrument that is both expensive and detrimental to the sound the instrument will produce. Try to 
keep the guitar in a climate controlled room. Avoid such places as the trunk of your car, adjacent to the 
wall heater, etc. If possible keep the guitar in its case as much as possible.  
 
Clean your guitar on a regular basis and polish it using a fine guitar polish such as the Martin brand.  Do 
not polish the fingerboard.  Follow the directions on the package. 
 
 

Tuning Your Guitar 
 
It is important that you keep your guitar in tune at all times.  It does not necessarily need to be in tune 
with concert pitch (although that is desirable), but at least in tune with itself.  There are many ways in 
which to tune your guitar but following is the most straightforward manner. 
 
1. Tune your first string to a known note.  An "E" tuning fork is ideal.  Remember to raise the pitch of a 

string you tighten the string and to lower the pitch of a string you loosen it. 
 
2. To tune the second string to the first string play the second string fifth fret and match that pitch to 

the first string open. 
 
3. To tune the third string to the second string play the third string fourth fret and match that pitch to 

the second string open. 
 
4. To tune the fourth string to the third string play the fourth string fifth fret to the third string open. 
 
5. To tune the fifth string to the fourth string play the fifth string fifth fret to the fourth string open. 
 
6. To tune the sixth string to the fifth string play the sixth string fifth fret to the fifth string open. 
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There are a couple of techniques that can assist you in tuning.  First of all sing both notes.  Second, listen 
for beats.  The further apart the beats are the closer in tune the notes will be.  Then once you feel that 
your guitar is in tune try playing a couple of chords.  The best one to check the tuning with is the E 
chord.  Other good choices are the G and A chords. 
 



Tuning Your Guitar   
•  Key is to match pitches. 
•  Easiest way is as follows: 

–  Tune 1st string to a reference. 
–  Tune 2nd string by playing 5th fret 2nd string and 1st 

string open.  Adjust 2nd string to match first string. 
–  Tune 3rd string by playing 4th fret 3rd string and 2nd 

string open.  Adjust 3rd string to match 2nd string. 
–  Tune 4th string by playing 5th fret 4th string and 3rd 

string open.  Adjust 4th string to match 3rd string. 
–  Tune 5th string by playing 5th fret 5th string and 4th 

string open.  Adjust 5th string to match 4th string. 
–  Tune 6th string by playing 5th fret 6th string and 5th 

string open.  Adjust 6th string to match 5th string. 



Tablature of the basic relative tuning method 

 

  

Basic relative tuning in chord chart format 

 



To a Piano or Keyboard 

This of course means that the piano itself must be in turn.  Another strategy is 
to tune just one string (typically the high or 1st string) to the piano and then tune 
the rest of the guitar to that string. 



* One important thing to know about the guitar, especially if you have played another 
instrument. Music for the guitar sounds an octave lower than where it is written. If you 

try and tune the guitar to the piano thinking that they are exactly the same, you will break 
all of your strings. You would be trying to tune the guitar an octave higher than where it 

should be. 

Middle C on the piano is 
written like this 

 

Middle C on the guitar is 
written like this 

 

 



A harmonic is a "bell like" tone that is produced by lightly touching a string of the guitar 
over some specific fret bars. What we are going to betalking about in this lesson is natural 
harmonics. These harmonics are produced from the open strings of the guitar only. There 
are other techniques for playing harmonics (artificial harmonics, touch harmonics, tap 
harmonics, pinch harmonics) but they will be the subjects of another lessons. 
First we are going to take a look at how to play harmonics, and then look a little more in 
depth look at what they are. For the moment just think of harmonics as notes on the guitar 
that have a little different tone that normal notes. 
  

Playing a natural harmonic 
Go to the 6th string, and place the tip of any finger above the 12th fret bar. Normally when you play a note at the 12th 
fret, you are pressing down just to the left of the 12th fret bar. When playing a harmonic, you are going to be very 
lightly touching the string (not pressing down) over the fret bar, and not to the left. While lightly touching the it, pick 
the 6th string. 

Right after you play the string, lift your left hand finger off. This will let the harmonic note ring 
louder, and more clearly. If you were to leave your finger on the string, the harmonic would 
sound, but would be more muffled. If you lift up your left hand finger to soon, then you will 
hear the open string. This takes a little practice to get the right timing. 



Tuning Method 2  
The most accurate way I find of tuning my guitar is by using harmonics. 
Harmonics are done by not actually holding down a string, but just gently touching 
it lightly. When you strike the string, it should be hard so you get a clear "ping" out 
of it and not an actual string note. You have to be spot on when using harmonics 
otherwise if you are a tiny bit off, it won't come out.  
Tuning your guitar using harmonics is very similar to the first method. Again, say 
you have the top string (6th string) tuned correctly; 
Step 1: 
Place your finger on the 5th fret of the top string. 
Step 2: 
At the same time, place your other finger lightly on the 7th fret of the 5th string.  
Step 3: 
Strike both strings at the same time. They should be the exact same 'ping' sound. 
If not, one of them is out of tune. Therefore, the 5th string must be adjusted.  
Using this technique is more accurate as by striking both strings at the same time, 
they both produce a very distinct ping sound that is easier to spot if one is out of 
tune. 
Again, this technique works with all the strings, except the 3rd. So, the most 
accurate way to do this is to use the first tuning method just for this string. The rest 
are fine to continue on with harmonics method. For the 1st string strike it open and 
use the 6th string 5th fret harmonic to tune it.  Tune the 2nd string to the first using 
the method described above (5th fret 2nd string harmonic and 1st string 7th fret 
harmonic). 



Harmonics 
Some advanced guitarists prefer to tune using string harmonics, which cut out some of 
the string overtones, leaving a clear, easy-to-hear pitch. This is a little tricky to learn, but 
it gives a very accurate, resonant, pure-interval-based tuning.  
Harmonics are played by touching the string very lightly at the fret, rather than holding it 
down just below the fret. You must be comfortable with playing harmonics to use this 
tuning method; it is not recommended for beginners.  

Tuning Using Harmonics  

 
Figure 4 

Tuning Using Harmonics  

1. Tune the low E string using a tuning fork, keyboard, etc.  
2. Tune the A string by matching the harmonic at the fifth fret of the 6th string to the 

harmonic at the 7th fret of the 5th string.  
3. Tune the D string to the A string and the G string to the D string using the same 

procedure (matching the 7th fret harmonic of the higher string to the 5th fret 
harmonic of the lower string).  

4. Tune the B string by matching the open B string to the harmonic at the 7th fret of 
the 6th string.  

5. Tune the top E string to the B string using the 5th fret/7th fret harmonics.  
6. Check the tuning using an E's and B's only chord (see above, and adjust as 

necessary.  



Harmonics 
Some advanced guitarists prefer to tune using string harmonics, which cut out some of 
the string overtones, leaving a clear, easy-to-hear pitch. This is a little tricky to learn, but 
it gives a very accurate, resonant, pure-interval-based tuning.  
Harmonics are played by touching the string very lightly at the fret, rather than holding it 
down just below the fret. You must be comfortable with playing harmonics to use this 
tuning method; it is not recommended for beginners.  

Tuning Using Harmonics  
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Tuning Using Harmonics  

1. Tune the low E string using a tuning fork, keyboard, etc.  
2. Tune the A string by matching the harmonic at the fifth fret of the 6th string to the 

harmonic at the 7th fret of the 5th string.  
3. Tune the D string to the A string and the G string to the D string using the same 

procedure (matching the 7th fret harmonic of the higher string to the 5th fret 
harmonic of the lower string).  

4. Tune the B string by matching the open B string to the harmonic at the 7th fret of 
the 6th string.  

5. Tune the top E string to the B string using the 5th fret/7th fret harmonics.  
6. Check the tuning using an E's and B's only chord (see above, and adjust as 

necessary.  



Tuning Your Guitar   
•  Key is to match pitches. 
•  Easiest way is as follows: 

–  Tune 1st string to a reference. 
–  Tune 2nd string by playing 5th fret 2nd string and 1st 

string open.  Adjust 2nd string to match first string. 
–  Tune 3rd string by playing 4th fret 3rd string and 2nd 

string open.  Adjust 3rd string to match 2nd string. 
–  Tune 4th string by playing 5th fret 4th string and 3rd 

string open.  Adjust 4th string to match 3rd string. 
–  Tune 5th string by playing 5th fret 5th string and 4th 

string open.  Adjust 5th string to match 4th string. 
–  Tune 6th string by playing 5th fret 6th string and 5th 

string open.  Adjust 6th string to match 5th string. 



A harmonic is a "bell like" tone that is produced by lightly touching a string of the guitar 
over some specific fret bars. What we are going to betalking about in this lesson is natural 
harmonics. These harmonics are produced from the open strings of the guitar only. There 
are other techniques for playing harmonics (artificial harmonics, touch harmonics, tap 
harmonics, pinch harmonics) but they will be the subjects of another lessons. 
First we are going to take a look at how to play harmonics, and then look a little more in 
depth look at what they are. For the moment just think of harmonics as notes on the guitar 
that have a little different tone that normal notes. 
  

Playing a natural harmonic 
Go to the 6th string, and place the tip of any finger above the 12th fret bar. Normally when you play a note at the 12th 
fret, you are pressing down just to the left of the 12th fret bar. When playing a harmonic, you are going to be very 
lightly touching the string (not pressing down) over the fret bar, and not to the left. While lightly touching the it, pick 
the 6th string. 

Right after you play the string, lift your left hand finger off. This will let the harmonic note ring 
louder, and more clearly. If you were to leave your finger on the string, the harmonic would 
sound, but would be more muffled. If you lift up your left hand finger to soon, then you will 
hear the open string. This takes a little practice to get the right timing. 



Tuning Method 2  
The most accurate way I find of tuning my guitar is by using harmonics. 
Harmonics are done by not actually holding down a string, but just gently touching 
it lightly. When you strike the string, it should be hard so you get a clear "ping" out 
of it and not an actual string note. You have to be spot on when using harmonics 
otherwise if you are a tiny bit off, it won't come out.  
Tuning your guitar using harmonics is very similar to the first method. Again, say 
you have the top string (6th string) tuned correctly; 
Step 1: 
Place your finger on the 5th fret of the top string. 
Step 2: 
At the same time, place your other finger lightly on the 7th fret of the 5th string.  
Step 3: 
Strike both strings at the same time. They should be the exact same 'ping' sound. 
If not, one of them is out of tune. Therefore, the 5th string must be adjusted.  
Using this technique is more accurate as by striking both strings at the same time, 
they both produce a very distinct ping sound that is easier to spot if one is out of 
tune. 
Again, this technique works with all the strings, except the 3rd. So, the most 
accurate way to do this is to use the first tuning method just for this string. The rest 
are fine to continue on with harmonics method. For the 1st string strike it open and 
use the 6th string 5th fret harmonic to tune it.  Tune the 2nd string to the first using 
the method described above (5th fret 2nd string harmonic and 1st string 7th fret 
harmonic). 



For next class Guitar I 
•  Memorize the D, D7, G, A7, C and Em chords 
•  Go over all of the songs played in class so far. 
•  Read pages 9, 23, and 19 in Guitar Reference.  Listen to 

tracks 12 + 13 on the CD 
•  Work on the Bass Sweep and Bass Brush strum to ‘I 

Walk the Line’. 
•  Review all the material. 
•  Go over the Timing page (page 11) in the book.  Try the 

1/8th note rhythms. 
•  ¾ time to Amazing Grace, and 6/8 time to Earth Angel.  



For next class Guitar II 
•  Memorize the D, D7, G, A7, C and Em chords as barre chords and 

with Capo. 
•  Go over all of the songs played in class so far. 
•  Work on the Bass Sweep and Bass Brush strum to ‘I Walk the Line’ 

along with bass runs. 
•  Review all the material.  Play all the songs gone over tonight. 
•  Go over the Timing page (page 11) in the book.  Try the 1/8th note 

rhythms. 
•  ¾ time to Amazing Grace, and 6/8 time to Earth Angel.  
•  Intro to Brown Eyed Girl. 
•  Also try into to Don’t Be Cruel and Wonderful Tonight. 
•  Tuning With Harmonics 



Landslide 



Landslide – Listen  

•  Listen to whole piece  
•  Pay attention to solo – slides etc. 



Fingerpicking style of “Landslide” 

•  Very similar to outside – inside style. 
•  Has a definite swing to it. 
•  The fingers move into the 2nd and 3rd 

strings. 



What you play 
Count  What you play 
1  Thumb plays the 5th string 
&  Index finger plays the 3rd string 
2  Thumb plays the 4th string 
&  Middle finger plays the 2nd string 
3  Thumb plays the 5th string 
&  Index finger plays the 3rd string 
4  Thumb plays the 4th string 
&  Middle finger plays the 2nd string 



First Chords to Landslide 

4/4 ||:  C   | G/B  | Am7 | G/B  : || 
 G/B 

2 

4 

   0    0         X    X 

G/B means a G chord with a B note 
In the bass (lowest note). Am7 

1 

2 

X  0         0          0 



Learn the chords before applying 
the fingerpicking 

•  You need to know the chords first. 
•  Then the fingerpicking. 
•  Don’t try until both can be done 

separately. 
•  Once you can do that take each chord 

change until you can play it perfectly.   
•  Don’t try the whole song until each part is 

mastered. 



LANDSLIDE (Stevie Nicks) 
 
 [INTRO:] 
  C                G/B              Am7              G/B 
E ----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------| 
B ------1---------|------3---------|------1---------|------3---------| 
G --0-------0-----|--0-------0-----|--0-------0-----|--0-------0-----
|(repeat) 
D ----2-------2---|----0-------0---|----2-------2---|----0-------0---| 
A 3-------3-------|2-------2-------|0-------0-------|2-------2-------| 
E ----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------| 
 
C            G/B               Am7   G/B  
  I took my love, I took it down 
C             G/B                    Am7   G/B 
  Climbed a mountain and I turned around 
       C         G/B             Am7          G/B 
And I saw my reflection in the snow-covered hills 
         C           G/B        Am7   Am7 - G/B 
Till the landslide brung it down           (Oh,) 
 
    C               G/B         Am7   G/B 
Oh, mirror in the sky, what is love? 
          C              G/B         Am7    G/B 
Can the child within my heart rise above? 
      C                G/B      Am7    G/B 
Can I sail through the changin' ocean tides? 
      C          G/B      Am7   G/B    C   G/B  Am7  G/B 
Can I handle the seasons of my li    -  i  -    fe? 
C    G/B     Am7   D7/F# 
  Mm hmm hmm hmm 
 
       G           D7/F#     Em     Em 
Well, I've been afraid of changing 'cause I've 
  C       G/B         Am7   D7/F# 
Built my life around you 
     G              D7/F#         Em          Em 
But time makes you bolder, even children get older 
     C           G/B    Am7   Am7 - G/B 
And I'm getting older too 
 
Well, I've been afraid of changing 'cause I've 
Built my life around you 
But time makes you bolder, even children get older 
And I'm getting older too 
Oh, I'm getting older too 
 
Ah-ah, take my love, take it down 
Ah-ah, Climb a mountain and turn around 
And if you see my reflection in the snow-covered hills 
Well, a landslide'll bring it down 
            C         G/B             Am7         G/B [pause] 
And if you see my reflection in the snow-covered hills 
        C            G/B       Am7   G/B 
Well, a landslide'll bring it down, oh-ohh 
     C           G/B       Am7. 
The landslide'll bring it down. 



LANDSLIDE (Stevie Nicks) 
 
 [INTRO:] 
  C                G/B              Am7              G/B 
E ----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------| 
B ------1---------|------3---------|------1---------|------3---------| 
G --0-------0-----|--0-------0-----|--0-------0-----|--0-------0-----
|(repeat) 
D ----2-------2---|----0-------0---|----2-------2---|----0-------0---| 
A 3-------3-------|2-------2-------|0-------0-------|2-------2-------| 
E ----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------| 
 
C            G/B               Am7   G/B  
  I took my love, I took it down 
C             G/B                    Am7   G/B 
  Climbed a mountain and I turned around 
       C         G/B             Am7          G/B 
And I saw my reflection in the snow-covered hills 
         C           G/B        Am7   Am7 - G/B 
Till the landslide brung it down           (Oh,) 
 
    C               G/B         Am7   G/B 
Oh, mirror in the sky, what is love? 
          C              G/B         Am7    G/B 
Can the child within my heart rise above? 
      C                G/B      Am7    G/B 
Can I sail through the changin' ocean tides? 
      C          G/B      Am7   G/B    C   G/B  Am7  G/B 
Can I handle the seasons of my li    -  i  -    fe? 
C    G/B     Am7   D7/F# 
  Mm hmm hmm hmm 
 
       G           D7/F#     Em     Em 
Well, I've been afraid of changing 'cause I've 
  C       G/B         Am7   D7/F# 
Built my life around you 
     G              D7/F#         Em          Em 
But time makes you bolder, even children get older 
     C           G/B    Am7   Am7 - G/B 
And I'm getting older too 
 
Well, I've been afraid of changing 'cause I've 
Built my life around you 
But time makes you bolder, even children get older 
And I'm getting older too 
Oh, I'm getting older too 
 
Ah-ah, take my love, take it down 
Ah-ah, Climb a mountain and turn around 
And if you see my reflection in the snow-covered hills 
Well, a landslide'll bring it down 
            C         G/B             Am7         G/B [pause] 
And if you see my reflection in the snow-covered hills 
        C            G/B       Am7   G/B 
Well, a landslide'll bring it down, oh-ohh 
     C           G/B       Am7. 
The landslide'll bring it down. 












